“A refreshing view of the British-Indian frontier in which Indians figure
as prominently within the walls of the fort as beyond them.”—Colin G.
Calloway, Dartmouth College



This fascinating look at the cultural and military importance of British
forts in the colonial era explains how these forts served as communities
in Indian country more than as bastions of British imperial power. The
colonizers’ security depended on maintaining good relations with the
local Native Americans, who incorporated the forts into their economic
and social life as well as into their strategies.
Daniel Ingram uses official British records, traveler accounts, archaeological findings, and ethnographic information to reveal native contributions to the forts’ stories. Conducting in-depth research at five different
forts, he looked for features that seemed to arise from Native American
culture rather than British imperial culture. Ingram’s fresh perspective reveals that British fort culture was heavily influenced, and in some
cases guided, by the very people these outposts of empire were meant
to impress and subdue. He highlights the ways Indian notions of status,
hospitality, foodways, diplomacy and coexistence strategies, and power
strongly affected the imperial roles the forts were meant to play.
Ingram recaptures the significance of small-scale encounters as vital
features of the colonial American story, without arguing their importance
in larger imperial frameworks. He specifically seeks to reorient the meaning of British military and provincial backcountry forts away from their
customary roles as harbingers of European imperial domination.
Daniel Ingram is assistant professor of history at Ball State University.
Front: Perkins Magra’s 1765 sketch of Michilimackinac, on the southern shore of the
Mackinac Straits. Michilimackinac was both a military fort and a trader’s town, where
native, French, and British cultures merged in the mid-1760s. Courtesy of the William L.
Clements Library, Map Division, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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“By showing the influence of Indians on places that were often designed
to impose military and diplomatic power, Ingram complicates the early
American experience. If they shaped British policy there, perhaps they
shaped it everywhere.”—Andrew K. Frank, Florida State University
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Introduction
British Forts and Indian Neighbors
As the confused and timid throng left the protecting mounds of the fort,
and issued on the open plain, the whole scene was, at once, presented to
their eyes. At a little distance on the right, and somewhat in the rear, the
French army stood to their arms, Montcalm having collected his parties,
so soon as his guards had possession of the works. They were attentive but
silent observers of the proceedings of the vanquished, failing in none of
the stipulated military honours, and offering no taunt or insult, in their
success, to their less fortunate foes. Living masses of the English, to the
amount in the whole of near three thousand, were moving slowly across
the open plain, towards the common center, and gradually approached
each other, as they converged to the point of their march, a vista cut
through the lofty trees, where the road to the Hudson entered the forest.
Along the sweeping borders of the woods, hung a dark cloud of savages,
eyeing the passage of their enemies, and hovering, at a distance, like vultures, who were only kept from swooping on their prey, by the presence
and restraint of a superior army. A few had straggled among the conquered
columns, where they stalked in sullen discontent; attentive, though, as yet,
passive observers of the moving multitude.
James Fenimore Cooper, The Last of the Mohicans

The scene described in this excerpt from Cooper’s famous novel is the
British retreat from Fort William Henry in August 1757. Orderly English
troops march glumly toward a bloody end they cannot foresee. French
victors stand by nobly and review the vanquished redcoats as they pass
through the gates of their fort for the last time. No mention is made in
the passage of the many British-allied Indians accompanying the surrendered British troops, though their presence is noted in other parts of the
novel. In this paragraph the author chooses to draw a contrast between
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the orderly European soldiers and the “dark cloud” of skulking “savages,”
who occupy the “sweeping borders of the woods” as if they were dangerous features of the natural environment. Their violent potential and mastery of nature is effectively demonstrated throughout the book, but here
the superior French and English forces keep them in a temporary state of
passivity. This oppositional structure of Indians as dark, furtive, and primeval and of Europeans as orderly, thoughtful, and culturally superior is a
common feature of the romantic literature of Cooper’s era. Unfortunately
for the memory of Indians who actually interacted with British troops,
traders, and cultural brokers near backcountry forts, this image of furtive
natives waiting in the forest’s shadows, overawed by orderly European
personnel and imposing fortress walls, has come to typify fort-based cultural interactions in the American imagination.1
More than many other fixtures of American popular mythology, frontier forts and the people associated with them have been incorporated
into a heroic interpretation of colonial Indian-white relations. This historical model, popularized during the nineteenth-century romantic era
by writers such as Cooper and historian Francis Parkman, saw British
(and to a lesser degree, French) colonizers as spreaders of advanced European civilization. In short, those who encountered and overcame the
challenges of the “savage” American wilderness and its inhabitants deserved the rewards of conquest. Soldiers manning forts were nothing less
than the forebears of America’s republican promise. Indians, though admirable for their skills and primitive nobility, were regarded as features of
America’s natural world rather than social beings. They were to be subdued by more-civilized conquerors along with the forests and soil. Forts
themselves were portrayed as cultural and economic entrepôts and battlegrounds of superior European civilization, overshadowing and overawing
the “primitive” natives who visited them. This nineteenth-century heroic
view of the frontier and its outposts fits neatly into American nationalist mythology and remained a powerful feature of history textbooks and
popular culture well into the twentieth century.2
If this heroic view of forts and garrisons as the forerunners of empire
had remained safely ensconced in the nineteenth century, I might never
have approached this subject. However, this vision of forts as the intrepid
cutting edges of the European imperial saw blade remained surprisingly
potent in twentieth-century popular culture. People growing up in the
mid-twentieth century should be familiar with this romanticized image
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of the relationship between fort personnel and Native Americans, though
in the consensus-driven atmosphere of the 1930s–1950s the British soldiers in such forts were often portrayed as villains who sought to subvert
Indians for their own imperial (and hence undemocratic) purposes. In
fiction such as Walter Edmonds’s Drums along the Mohawk and Kenneth
Roberts’s Northwest Passage, and the films based on those novels, this heroic vision influenced generations of Americans. Northwest Passage became a popular television show in the 1950s, taking its place beside The
Wonderful World of Disney and Daniel Boone (in the 1960s) as purveyors
of romantic frontier ideals set in colonial America. Hundreds of movie
Westerns reinforced this heroic ideal for the nineteenth-century West as
well. Of course, Cooper’s Last of the Mohicans saw several popular film
and television adaptations throughout the twentieth century. As recently
as 1992, a new and quite good film version of the story reified a view of
forts as places that heralded imperial change, and as places where Indians
and Europeans could find nothing but conflict.
Heroism was fine for descendants of the victors in the cultural contests
of the American colonial period, but not for descendants of the first Americans, whose ancestors bore the brunt of the European invasion. Twentieth-century Native Americans knew well that their ancestors participated
fully in the continent’s colonial-era struggles and grated at their continued
relegation as secondary, romanticized figures in early American history.
In the 1960s and 1970s, encouraged in part by the American civil rights
movement and increased Native American activism, some historians began looking for new historical models that would amplify native agency in
colonial affairs and correct some of the nationalistic, heroic depictions of
white colonizers. Some historians argued for models of analysis using anthropological and archaeological methods to free the researcher from the
colonialist cultural baggage that permeates much literature. Using these
methods, historians could view colonial intercultural meetings as diffusions of traits rather than impositions of dominant or superior cultures
over lesser ones. Global social and economic models also offered paths to
locating Indians as significant actors within the North American story.
In these studies Indians were shown as participants in a larger Atlantic
exchange economy, either to cast them as victims of a coercive global
trade system or to include them as socioeconomic actors alongside colonists and slaves. But some have criticized both anthropological “cultural
invasion” models and deterministic economic frameworks for a basic
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teleological flaw: they often look at Native Americans’ stories through the
lens of their eventual loss. Still, this new emphasis on historical studies
using ethnographies, anthropological and cultural theories, and archaeology alongside traditional documentary history has informed a whole
generation of scholars and students. These studies, taken along with two
generations of Native American activism, have led to a more powerful and
nuanced view of the roles Indians played in American history. The impact
of this scholarship is felt in popular history, too, as a comparison of the
1936 and 1992 film versions of Last of the Mohicans shows very clearly.3
My particular frustration with depictions of colonial fort life in both
popular culture and much recent scholarship is the persistent habit of
seeking ways to include Indians into nationalistic or imperial frameworks.
Either as consumers, connected to and exploited by a global economic
system, or as representatives of a larger indigenous nation, language
group, or culture, Indians are often studied as players in a wide-ranging
game. This, one supposes, is the price of inclusion in history: individuals
become subsumed within larger narratives. This is especially troubling
for studying backcountry fort life, because existence in such outposts was
influenced as much or more by local concerns as by larger global or imperial initiatives and contingencies. A more fruitful method for analyzing
the kinds of interactions that took place near military posts is to highlight
Europeans’ and Indians’ experiences in more localized geographic or conceptual contexts. This does less well at explaining native and settler participation in global systems, but comes closer to capturing Indian-European
cultural interplay as it happened at the local level. Indians did not usually
consider themselves part of a global system or an extended multicultural
American colonial regime. Soldiers and others in backcountry outposts
understood their roles in imperial regimes, but they also adapted to the
demands of the local economy, which was usually dominated by native
concerns, not imperial objectives. Indians and Europeans were not simply
their national imperatives writ small. In close company and at the mercy
of a frequently unsympathetic natural environment, they often found cultural common ground in spite of their larger purposes and prejudices.
Some recent scholarship has embraced this local perspective on intercultural backcountry encounters, though usually with a glance toward a
wider interpretive significance. For example, Richard White’s The Middle
Ground, a study that has bestrode ethnohistory like a colossus since its
publication in 1991, emphasizes the local cultural accommodations that
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took place wherever Indians met Europeans in the Great Lakes region,
redefining the entire notion of Indian-European diplomacy. However,
White’s subtitle, Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region,
1650–1815, reveals the framework of a larger global narrative. Still, his
structuralist interpretation of cultural exchange has become invaluable
to studying local encounters. Also helpful in seeing forts as local worlds
rather than peripheral imperial outposts are recent works on the importance of cultural brokers, negotiators and translators who moved easily
between cultural worlds, helping to bridge the differences between Indians and Europeans at the local level in pursuit of larger colonial goals. But
backcountry localism has also been studied on its own merits. Andrew R.
L. Cayton and Fredrika J. Teute’s 1998 collection Contact Points presents
essays that study backcountry sites in order to redefine the concept of
frontiers at the local level, identifying several physical and conceptual arenas of cultural change with diverse, permeable meanings. These studies
suggest an early American world where no outcomes seemed inevitable to
the participants. They reveal frontiers in persistent states of negotiation,
using strategies informed both by local priorities and outside imperatives.
Most importantly, they move closer to interpreting Indian-white interactions from a native, rather than a Eurocentric, vantage. This moves closer
to interpreting the little worlds of forts and garrisons in ways unencumbered by popular cultural perceptions or historiographical demands for
larger significances. Viewing forts and their locales from the perspectives
of the Indians and garrisons that occupied and visited them emphasizes
the efforts and importance of individual contact in the backcountry, the
fluidity of cultural exchange and influence, the difficulties and promises
fostered by mutual misunderstandings, and the degree to which backcountry contingencies could often squelch larger political, military, and
economic purposes.4
This study examines five British forts in colonial America to emphasize
the interweaving of local and general sociocultural imperatives at backcountry contact points. The question posed in each case is the following:
To what degree were the activities, imperatives, and identities of these
posts influenced by Native American culture instead of, or in addition to,
European imperial or colonial culture? In each case, native traditions and
cultural imperatives mixed with colonial military missions and everyday
challenges of life in and near outposts. Imperial objectives and pan-Indian
concerns run through each of these case studies. But this book moves

